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lnfants, perception ofobject boundaries was studied using reaching and preferential looking meth-

ods. In i reaching studies, S-month-otd infans vie$€d 2 adjacent or separated objects that uere

sulionary, moved together, s1 rn6ved separalety. tnfants reachcd for the objects as distinct units

*i.i ttr.V moved separately or were separated in space and otherwise reached for rhe objects as I

uni,. tn ihe looking study, 3-month-old infuntt were habituated to adjacent or separated objects

alternat"ty moving togefher and separately and $ere then tesled with objects in the other spatial

i.tutionrt ip. patterns ofdisttabituaiion provided further evidence that s€parated or separately mov-

iig oU.i..b were perceived as distinct units. Infants appear to analyzc surface arrangements and

motions to form spatially connecred bodies that move as wholes. This tendency may stem lrom an

initial conceplion ofthe physical world'

Human adults oryanize the world into objects: entities with

internal unity, external boundaries, and stability through time'

Recent t^p"iit.ntt provide evidence that young infants per-

ceive objects as well. Like adults, infants can perceive the unity

and boundaries of objects by analyzing the threedimensional

arrangements and the threedimensional motions of surfaces'

tnfints have been found to perceive objects in stationary dis-

plays by detecting the spatial conneclions and separations be-

i*een surfaces. In a series ofstudies using a habituation method

(Kestenbaum, Termine, & Spelke, 1987; Prather & Spelke'

igAZ; t". Spelke, 1985a, for a review), the dishabituation pat-

ternsof3.month.oldinfantsprovidedevidencethattheinfants
perceived two stationary objects as distinct units- if the objects

were spatially separated, either vertically or in depth' In con-

trast, tire ttudi.t provided evidence that two stationary objects

were perceived asa single unit ifthey touched, either veriically

or in depth. Adjacenl objects were perceived as a single unit'

euen *hen the boundary between lbem uas marked by gesralt

facton such as differences in texture and surface coloring and

misalignment of edges.
In iurther studies using a reaching method (Hofsten &

Spelke, 1985), 5-month-otd infants were found to reach for the
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smaller and closer of two stationary objects if the objects were

spatially s€parated in depth. If the objects were adjacent in

depth, in contrast, the infants reached for the outer contoun of

rhe whole struclure, grasping it by the edges ofthe larger, more

distant object or by the edges of both objecs simultaneously'

Given infants' tendency to reach for the closer of two objects

and to reach for objects by grasping their external borden (see

below), these reaching patterns provided evidence that infants

perceived the separated objects as two distinct units and the

"dj"".nr 
objects as one unit- All these experiments support the

conclusion that infans perceive object boundaries by detecting

surface separations.
In moving displays, infants have been found to perceive ob-

jects by detecting patterns ofsurface motion: Infants perceive

surfaces as lying on distincl objects ifthe surfaces move relative

to one another.and they perceive surfaces as lying on a single

object ifrhe surfaces move rigidly together' The latter tendency

is manifest in a situation in which the spatial connections or

gaps between surfaces are hidden behind an occluder' After 4'

monrh-otd infants were habituated to two partly visible surfaces

that moved together above and below a central occluder, their

patterns ofdishabituation to fully visible displays provided evi-

dence that the infants perceived the surfaces as lying on a single

object that \ as connected behind the occluder (Kellman &

Spelke, 1983). A unitary object uas perceived whenever the sur-

faces underwenr a common translatory motion, eilher laterally

or in deplh (Kellman, Gleitman, & Spelke, 198?; Kellman'

Spelke, & Short, 1986). In contrast, patterns ofdishabituation
piovided evidence that infants did not perceive such surfaces as

connected ifthe surfaces were stationary' even ifthat connec-

tion was marked by gestalt factors such as sameness in surface

coloring, alignment of edges, and goodness of overall form

(Kellman & Spelke, 1983; Schmidt & Spelke, 1988; Schmidt'

Spelke, & hMorte, 1986; Schwartz, t983; Termine, Hrynick,

Kestenbaum. Gleitman, & Spelke' 1987).
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Thus, spatial relationships among surfaces inlluence object
perception in the absence of motion, and kinetic relationships
among surfaces inlluence object perception in the absence of
visible connections or Baps. How do these sources of informa-
tion interact when both are availabte? One of the first observa-
tions on this topic was made by Piaget (1954). Piaget presented
a matchbox to his infant son and then placed it on a book. Be-
tween 6 and l0 months, the infant typically ignored the match-
box and grasped the book. On one occasion, however, the book
was tilt€d, and the matchbox started to slide over its surface.
The infant immediately grasped the matchbox, suggesting that
the motion of the matchbox relative to the book led the infant
to perceive the two adjacent objects as distinct.

This suggestion is supported by recent studies of objectdi-
rected reaching, in which 5%-month-old infants were presenled
with two adjacent objects undergoing different patterns of mo-
tion (Hofsten & Spelke, 1985). Although the infants tended to
reach for the two objecs as a single unit when the objects were
stationary or moved rigidly togelher, they tended to reach fior
the closer ofthe two objects as a separate unit when the objects
moved relative to each other. The lalter pattern was observed
even when the closer object u/as stationary and the more distant
object moved behind it. This finding provides evidence that in-
fants perceive adjacent objects as distinct units if one object
moves relative 1o the other.

What do infants perceive when two objects move together but
are separated? Does their common motion unite them, despite
their spatid separation? Hofsten and Spelke (1985) presented
infants with two objects that were separated in depth and that
were either stationary or moved together. Although the infants
reached for the closer object as a distinct unit when the objects
were stationary they reached for the two objects as a single unit
when the objects moved together. ln this situation, therefore,
kinetic information prevailed orcr spatial information and
specified that the objects formed a single unit.

The findings of Hofsten and Spelke (1985) suggest that mo-
tion is a powerful source of information for object unity. The
findings do not indicate, however, that common motion will al-
ways unite surfaces perceptually. Il is possible that common
motion will only unite surfaces whose spatial connections or
separations cannot be seen directly, as is the case when surfaces
stand behind a common occluder or are arranged in depth.
More generallli perception of objecf might depend on a.ten-
dency to group surfaces into bodies that are cohesive: connected
units that maintain their connectivity as they move (Spelke,
1988). Motion would provide infants with information about
the hidden connections between surfaces that are arranged in
depth, as in Hofsten and Spelke's (1985) experiments, or sur-
faces that are partly hidden behind a common occluder, as in
Kellman and Spelke's (1983) experiments. Motion would not
provide information for object unity, however, if the moving
surfaces could be seen to be separated in space.

Does object perception begin with an analysis of surface mo-
tion or an analysis of bodily cohesion? The present experiments
attempted to distinguish these possibilities by investigating in-
fants'perception ofobjects that are separated by a gap that is
directly visible. Ifobject perception depends on a tendency to
group together surfaces that move together, then two commonly
moving surfaces should be perceived as a single unit, even if

they are visibly separated. lf object perception depends on a
tendency to group surfaces into cohesive bodies. then two com-
monly moving surfaces should be perceived as distincl units if
they are visibly separaled.

In the present research, perception ofobject boundaries was
studied in two ways. First, three experiments investigated pat-
terns of reaching, at 5% months of age, for objects that were
visibly adjacent or visibty separated. In different conditions, the
objects were stationary, they moved together, or they moved rel-
ative 1o each otber. Second, one experiment inrestigated pat-
terns of habituation and dishabituation of looking time, at 372
months ofage, to visibly adjacent or separated objects that un-
derqent common or relative motion.

The Reaching Experiments

These experiments used the reaching method of Hofsten and
Spelke (1985). Five- to 6-month-old infants were allowed to
reach for two objects that were arranged vertically so thar their
adjacency or separateness uas fully visible. The lower of the two
objects uas rather large in height and width but not in depth.
The higher object was less tall and wide but it nas thicker and
thus it protruded in front ofthe lower object, its front surface
closer lo the infant (see Figures I and 2). As in Hofsten and
Spelke's studies, all reaches to the upper object, to the lower
object, and to both objects at once were separately recorded.

How can patterns ofreaching shed light on infants'percep-
tion ofthe boundaries ofthese objects? Experiments have docu-
menled that 5- to 6-month-old infants who are presented with
two distinct objects tend to reach only for one of them (Willats,
1985). Ifthe objects appear at different distances, such infants
tend to reach for the closer object (see Yonas & Granrud, I 985,
fora review). Ifinfants perceived the two objects in the present
displays as distinct, therefore, they were expected to reach pri-
marily for the higher and smaller object, because it was consid-
erably closer to them.

Experiments have also documented that infants who are pre-
sented with a single object tend to reach for it by grasping its
external borden (Bower, Dunkeld, & Wishart, 1979; Spelke &
Hofsten, | 986). lf infants perceived the two objects in the pres-
ent displays as a single unit, therefore, they were expected to
reach anywhere on the external borders ofthe two-objed dis-
play. Most of these reaches should result in contacl with the
lower and larger object, because it constituted most ofthe exter-
nal borders of the two-object display owing to its greater height
and width. Some of these reaches might also result in contact
with both objects: Ifan infant reached for the two-object display
as a singlc unit, his or her hand would contact both objects at
once whenever it was directed lo a part ofthe border ofthe two-
object display that both objects shared.

Accordingly, the principal measure in these studies, as in
Hofsten and Spelke's studies, was the proportion ofreaches that
terminated in conlact with the snraller, closer object .ls com-
pared with reaches that terminated in contact with the large4,
more distant object or with both objects at once. A second mea-
sure simply considered the absolute frequencies of reaching to
the closer object under different stimulus conditions. Scores on
both measures should be higher for displays in which infants
perceive the two objects as distinct units.
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Figure t. Side view ofthe apparatuswith a display ofadjacent objects'

The first experiment investigated infants' reaching fior the ad'
jacent and the separated objects when the objects wer€ statioR'

ary. In accord with the findings reviewed above, these spatial

arrangements were expecled to influence infants' perception of

object boundaries. Thus, infants were expected to reach more

for the smaller, closer object when the objects were separated
than when the objects were adjacent. The second experiment
investigated the efflbcts of common and relative motion on

reaching for the adjacent objects. These motion patterns were

also expected to influence infants' perception, as in previous

research. Thus, infants were expected to reach more for the
smaller, ctoser object when the objects under*ent relative mo-

tion than when the objects moved together.
The third and critical experiment investigated the effects of

common and relatiw motion on reaching for the visibly separared

objects. If the common and relative motions of surfaces speciry
object boundaries regardless of the surfaces' spatial arrangement
then the motion patterns should hara influenced object perception

and objectdirec'ted reaching exactly as in the second experiment.
In contrast, if common and relative motions prcnride information
about the hidden connections and separations among surfaces' al-
loving infants to group surfaces into cohesirrc bodies, then the mo
tion patterns should not have influenced infants'perception or
reaching in ttre third experiment. Unlike the objec{s in Experi'
ment 2 and in prel'ious research, the objects in Experiment 3
could be seen to be separated in space and, thus, to form distinct
cohesive bodies, ho*ever they mwed.

General Method

Subjects
Forty-eight infants, 29 bo1's and 19 girls, served as subjects. The in'

fants u€re 2l to 26 weeks ofage, full-term, and resided in the Philadel-
phia area.

Displays and Apparatus
The displays and apparatus were the samc as in Hofsten and Spelke

(1985), except for the positions and dimensions ofthe objects. Each
display consisted ofone large background surface and two boxlike ob'
jects, all covered with white contact paper with a random texture paltern

of red and btack dots. The ? I x 4 | cm background surface *as tilted
touLrd the infant at an angle of I 5'so thal it was approximately perpen'

dicular to the infanl's line ofsight. The objects vrere adjacent to and in
front ofthis surface, one above the other. The height and width ofthe
objecls raried in different experimental conditions, but the upper objecr
was always smatler than the louar object on both dimensions' The louar
objet measured 1.5 cm in depth, whereas tbe upper object measured 6
cm in depth and uas 4.5 cm closer to lhe inhnt. The objects uare either
vertically adjacent or vertically separated by a 2<m gap. They vcre
positioned so that the center of the closer object in each display ap
peared roughly at the infant's eye level, at a distance o[ I I cm. Figure I
depics the experimentat apparatus with one ofthe displays ofadjacent
objects.

The background surface and the two objects either remained station-
ary or moved back and forth silently on a horizontal path. The motions
n'ere accomplished by means of two vertically stabilized carriages that
moved along a set of horizontal steel ban. The background and the
smaller, closer object were each permanently attached to separate car-
riages; the larger, more distant objecl could be attached to €ither car-
riage but could not move independently. When the two objects gcre

attached to the same carriage, they moved logether in one direction
while the background moved in the opposite direction. When lhe more
distant object and the background u/ere attached to the same carriage,
the two objects moved in opposite directions, and thc background
moved with the more distant object.' Altogether, the objeca could move
a maximum of 7 cm to the left or right. Even when they moved in oppo-
site directions, the ctoser object remained above the more distant object
at alt times. The motion, which uas slow and irregular, uas produced
manually by turning a handle at the back ofthe apparatus.

The experiment was recorded on videotape by one camera positioned
above and to the left ofthe infant. This camera captured two orthogonal
views ofthe infant's hands and arms: a direct viov and a view reflected
from a mirror placed to the infant's right so that it was slightly behind
the infant and out ofhis or her vierv.

Design
Each experiment compared infants' reactions to two object displays

during a series ofeight trials. One display uras presented oo the first and
last pair oflrials, and the other display was presenled on the middle four
trials. The order of presentation of the two displays *zs counterbal'
anced across infants.

Procedure
During the experiment, the subjecl sat in a semireclining s€at facing

lhc experimental display. The seat u.as adjusted, and the infant was posi-

I Limitalions on the apparatus prevenled us lrom presenting displays
in which the two objects moved both relative to each other and relalivc
to thc background. It is possible that thc common molion of the more
distant objecr and the background decreased lhe prominence of that
objecl in the relative motion conditions. Ifthat effect were the principa!
determinant of infants' objectdirected reaching or looking, however,
there would be no differences betwecn reaching or looking patterns to
rhe displays of adjacent compared with separated objects. The magni.
tude ofthese diFerences (see Experinrents 3 and 4) suggests thal the
common versus relalive motion of the more distant object and the back-
ground did not exert a major inlluence on infants'behavior in these
studies.
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tioned to maximize the comfort of the inlant and the mobility of his or
her arms. This uas done informally; posture was nol rigorously con-
trolled. A parent stood hhind the infant and uas requested not to speak
during the presentations. One experimenler operaled the apparatus
from a position behind il, where he could neither see nor be seen by the
infant.: The other exp€rimenter stood behind the infant, operated the
video equipment, and timed the experiment.

Throughout the experiment, the objecr motion was adjusted to maxi-
mize the altractiveness ofthe display 10 the subj€cts. lfan infant was
inatteniive to the display, as signaled by the second experimenter, the
irregular character ofthe motion was enhanced by starti ng and stopping
the motion a fe$'times.

The experiment was divided into eight 30-s periods. At the end of
each period, a hand was placed between the infant and the screen and
any ongoing reach *as interrupted. lfthe same display uas to be prc-
sented again, the experimenler's hand uas removed immediately, there-
upon beginning the next trial. lfa different display was to be presented,
the inhnt's chair was withdrawn from the display, and the parent uas
asked to talk to the baby for I to 2 min while the display was changed.
Ifthe infant fussed, the experiment was interrupled, and the parent rras
asked to try to soothe her or him.

Dependent llfeasures

Each hand encounter with the smaller, closer object, with the larger,
more dislant object, and with both objects at once was scored from the
videotape. A new encounter uas rcored whenever the subject began to
touch or grasp an object and whenever the subject was already louching
an object but lifted the hand(s) and changed the grip. No distinctions
*ere made among reaches with the left hand, the right hand, or both
hands at once. A tuo-handed reach rras scored as one reachl ifthe two
hands simultaneously contacted the two objects, the reach was scored
as one reach to both objects. Two-handed reaches uere relatively rare
(5.67o ofall reaches). No encounter was scored ifthe subject contacled
an object rvith the back of the hand or if she or he swiped the arm and
hand at the object $'ilhout st@ping it al any point. Two coders, working
togelher, scored all subjects. The coden were unaware ofthe hypotheses
oflhe present studies. To assess the reliability oftheir coding, a second
pair of coders also scored 8 of the subjects. The two pairs of coders
sho*,ed a moderately high agreement with regard to the number of
scored reaches to each ofthe two objects in each condition (r = 0.84).

Because infants were studied at the age when reaching begins, some
ofthem g,ere not able to reach successfully. In order to limit the investi-
gation to infants who could reach effectively, a subject was eliminated
from the sample if he or she did not have at least one scorable reach
during each trial. Three infants wcre eliminated for this reason. In addi-
tion, l7 subjects did not complele the study becaur ofexcessive fussi-
ness, and I subject failed to complete the study because ofan equipment
failure. All these subjects were replaced.

. Experiment I

lnfants \r€re presented with two stationary objects that were
adjacent, a closer object directly on top ofa more distant object,
and t\r'o stationary objects that were visibly separated, with the
closer object suspended above the more distant object. Each
subject \ras run in one oftwo conditions. In one condition, the
two spalial arrangements (adjacent objects and separated ob-
jects) rvere created by varying the vertical position ofthe more
distant object, leaving all other properties of the objects the
same. In the other condition, the two spatial arrang,ements were
created b-v varying the height ofthe closer object in such a rlay

Figure 2. Fronl vierys of the object displays for Experiment L

that both displays presented the same configuration ofexternal
borders. Patterns ofreaching to these displays were observed.

Method

Sixteen infants, t I boys and 5 giils, served as su$ects. An additionat
5 infants were rejected becausc offussiness (4) or equipment failure ( I ),
The displays are depicted in Figure 2. tn one condition (same objects)
the closer object measurcd 2 X 2 cm and the more disrant object mea-
sured l8 X l0 cm. The more distant object r.ras 2+m loq€r in the sepa-
rated display than it was in the adjacent display. In the other condition
(same configuration), the closer object measured 2 x 4 cm in the adja-
cent display and 2 X 2 cm in the separated display, and the more distant
objecl measured lE X 8 cm. The outer contours ofthe two objects aF
peared in the same positions in both displays.

Results

Patlerns ofreaching are given in Thble L The infants tended
to reach more for the closer object when the objects were sepa-
rated than when they were adjacent. The proportion ofreaches

: This experimenter \4as aware ofthe displays that w€re presented on
each trial, although he uas not aware ofthe hypotheses ofthe experi-
ments. By varying the rate of motion of the display, the experimenter
was able to in{luence the infant's attention to each display; indeed, he
was instructed to maximize the infant's attention. These variations in
motion should not have affected the relative rates ofreaching to differ-
ent regions ofa display.

Same Objects Condition

Same Configuration Condition

B
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Table l
Experintent I : Number of Encounters With the Top Object, the

Bottom Object, and Both Obiects Simtthaneously

for Each Subject and Condition

Adjacent objects Separated objects

Subject Top Bottom Both Bottom Both

Same-object condition

s.D.
B.M.
J.L.
c.A.
K.W.
M.S.
R.C.
J.S.

Same<onfi guration condition

P.R.
T.W.
c.c.
E.M.
H.L.
J.H.
A,B.
P.D.

for the closer object, compared with reaches for the more dis-

tant object and for both objects at once, difered significantly
across the two displays, Wilcoxon T = 22, p < .01 . This differ-
ence.*as exhibited by I 2 ofthe I 6 subjects (p < .05, sign test)-
6 ofthe 8 subjects in each condition. The absolute frequency
ofreaching to the closer object also differed reliably across the

displays, Wilcoxon 7 = 8, p < .001. Twelve subjects reached
more 1o the closer object when the objects were separated than
when they were adjacent, whereas 2 subjects did the reverse
(p < .01, sign test).

Discussion

The findings of this experimenl agree with those obtained in
a prior study of reaching for stalionary objects arranged in
depth (Hofsten & Spelke, 1985). As in that study, infants
reached relatively more often for the smaller and closer of two
objects when the objects were spatially separated than when
they were adjacent. These reaching patlerns provide evidence
that infants perceived the separated objecls as distinct units and
the adjacent objects as a single unit. When objects are slation'
ar.v, infants appear to perceive their boundaries by detecting the
spatial adjacency or separation oftheir surfaces. This effect oc-
cun both when objects are arranged in depth and when objecrs
are arranged vertically.

One might question whether infants' reaching patterns were
influenced by their perceplion of object boundaries and pro-
pose, instead, that reaching was afected by other properties of
the displays. This possibility is unlikely, given the nature of the
present displays. In the same-objects condition, identical ob'
jects app€ared in the adjacent and separated displays, and only

the height ofthe more distant object uas varied. Ifthe tendency
to reach more for the closer object in the separated display were
not due to the separation between the objecls, it could only have
been due to the absolute vertical position of the more distant
object Infants might have tended to reach preferentially for an
object in the center ofthe display, a region occupied by the more
distant object in the adjacent display but by no object in the
separaled display. Ifthat were the case, however, the infants in
the same-configuration condition should have reached more to
the closer object in the adjacent display than in the separated
display, because the closer object occupied the central region
only when the objects were adjacent. In fact, the infants in the
same+onfiguration condition did the opposite: They reached
more to the closer object when it was smaller and failed to oc-
bupy the central region ofthe display than when it was larger
and occupied that region.

Thus, reaching palterns appeared to be influenced primarily
by the adjacency or separation ofthe objects. lnfants appeared
to reach for the two vertically adjacent objects as one unit and
they appeared to reach for the closer ofthe two vertically sepa-
rated objects as a distinct unit. In the nexl two experiments,
these reaching patterns were used to investigate infants' percep-
tion ofvertically arranged objects that moved together or sepa-
rately.

Experiment 2

In Experiment 2, infants were pres€nted with adjacent ob-
jects under conditions of common and relative motion. In the
common-motion display, the two objects moved laterally to-
gether while the background moved in the opposite direction.
In the relative-motion display, the smalleq closer object moved
in one direction while the larger, more distant object and the
background moved in the opposite direction. lf thes€ motion
patterns influenced infant's perception of the objects' bound-
aries, so that the objects were perceived as one unit when they
moved together and as two units when they moved separately,
then infants should have reached more for the smaller, closer
object in the relative-motion display than in the common-mo-
tion display.

Method

Sixteen infants, 8 boys and 8 girls. participated in the experiment.
Seven additional infants were rejected because offusiness (6) or failure
to reach (l). Both displays consisted ofthe adjacent objects lrom the
same-objects condition of Experiment l, moving in a conrmon direc-
tion or in opposite directions (see Figure 3).

Results

Patterns of reaching are prexnted in Table 2. The infants
reached more for the smaller, closer object when the adjacent
objects moved in opposite directions than when those objects
moved together. The effect of motion on the proportion of
reaching for the closer object, compared with reaches for the
more distant object or for both objects, was significant, Wil-
coxon I= 16, p <.005, and g'as shown by l4 ofthe l6 infants
(p..01, sign test). In addition, motion reliably affected the
frequency of reaching for the smaller, closer object, Wilcoxon

Top
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Figure 3. Front views ofthe object displays for Experiments 2 and 3.
(Arrows indicale the direction and the extent of motion in the relative
motion displays-left-and the common motion displays-right.)

T = 26.5, p < .02. Tivelve subjects reached more for the closer
object when the objects underwent relative motion than when
the objeds underwent common motion, and 3 subjects did the
reverse (p < .02, sign test).

Discussion

The findings of this experimenl agree ctosely with studies of
the effect ofmotion on reaching for objects that are adjacent in
depth (Hofsten & Spelke, 1985). Both the present and former
studies provide evidence that infants perceive two adjacent ob.
jects as one unit when the objects move together and as distinct
units when one object moves relative to the other. Motion in-
fluences perception ofadjacent objects, whether the objects are
adjacent in the vertical or in the depth dimension.

Experiment 3

Experiment 3 investigared the effects of motion on perceF
lion ofobjects that are visibly separated. Infants were allowed
to reach for two vertically s€paraled objects that moved either
together.or in opposite directions. If infants perceive objects by
analyzing surface molions, irrespective of surface arrangements
in space, then patterns ofmotion should have influenced reach-
ing, as in Experiment 2. Ifinfants perceive objects by grouping
surfaces into units that are spatially cohesive, then patterns of
motion should not have inlluenced reaching in this study.

Method

Parlicipants were l6 infants, l0 boys and 6 girls. Nine other infanrs
*'ere eliminated because offussiness (7) or failure to reach (2). Infants
were presented with the separaled objects from the same-objects condi-

tion of Experimenr l. The objects moved as in Experiment 2 (s€e Fig-
ure 3).

Results

As indicated in Thble 3, infants lended to reach about equally
to the two objects in both motion conditions. The prqortion
of reaching to the smaller, closer object, compared with reaches
to the larger, more distant object and to both objects at onoe,
was no higher when the objects moved logether than when they
moved in opposite directions, Wilcoxon T = 39.5,,tJ. Eleven
subjects showed a higher proportion of reaching to the ctoser
object under relati!'e motion than under common motion,
whereas 5 subjects showed the reverse pattern (p > .10, sign
test). There was no tendency to reach for the closer object with
a greater absolute frequenca under relative motion than under
common motion, Wilcoxon T = 57.0, ns. Nine subjects reached
more to the closer object in the relative-motion condition, and
6 subjects did the revene (p > .l 0, sign test).

A comparison of Experiments 2 and 3 revealed that the effect
of motion on the frequency of reaching for the smaller, closer
object was significantly greater in Experiment 2 than in Experi_
ment 3, Mann-Whitney U = 68, p <.025. The motion patterns
had a greater influence on infants' object-directed reaching
when the objects were adjacent than when they were separated.

Discussion

When presented with two visibly separated objects, infants'
patterns ofreaching were unaffected by the objects' motion. In-
fants tended to reach about equally for the two objects, whether
the objects moved in the same direction or in opposite direc_
tions. This negative finding contrasts with the findings ofExper-
iment 2, in which the same motion patterns were presented with
visibly adjacent objecs. The finding also contrasts with the

Table 2
Experiment 2: Number of Encounters With the Top Object, the
Bottom Objea, and Both Objects Simultaneously
for Each Subject and Condition 

,
Adjacenrobjecrs/common Adjacentobjects/relative

Experiment 2

Experiment 3

E. SPELKE, C. voN HOFSTEN, AND R. KESTENB{UM

m---rEl---'

motion

Subject Top Bottom Tcp Botlom BothBoth

B.F. O
T.W. t4
s.M. t0
c.B. 4
J.D. t0
c.c. 4
N.P. t6
K.B. 2
B.S. 4
C.H. 8
B.B. 8
M.S. r0
J.H. O
E.S. 9
R.W. 0
J.V. 6

7140
t2t25
f3 7 |
lE t4 4
r022
13910
1343
440

i lz6
18 I  6
r038
782
t74

r0714
| 7 l0
8 4 t l

19 0
87

i l0
99
6l

13 6
i l I
5 l
825
3 l l
E5
ql

89
9t2
69
6t2
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introduction of a spatial gapTable 3
Experiment 3: Number of Encounters u'ith the Top Obiect' the

Botlom Object, and Both Obiects Simultaneously

for Each Subiect and Condition

tralized but not revened by the
between the objects.

Ti-rrning from absolute to relative reaching preferences, how-
ever, the findings of Experiments 2 and 3 are clear. In Experi-
ment 2, motion affected infants' patterns of reaching for the
closer of two adjacent objects. In Experiment 3, the same mo-
tions had no effect on inhnts' patterns of reaching for the two
visibly separaled objects. I nfants' perception of object bound-
aries appears to depend not only on the motions ofsurfaces but
also on the presence or absence ofa directly visible separation
between surfaces.

The heferential Looking Experiment

Objectdirected reaching has certain limitations as an index
ofperception ofobject boundaries. In view ofthe relative pau-
city of studies of young infants'reaching for arrays of multiple
objects, the interpretations ofany individual reaching pattern
might b€ questioned. It would be desirable, therefore, if some
additional procedure could serve as an independent test ofthe
interpretations of a reaching experiment. In addition, studies
of objectdirected reaching cannol be conducted with infants
below 5 months, because younger infants do not reach for visi-
ble objects effectively. It would be desirable ifa different method
corlld serve to investigate younger infants' perception ofadja-
cent and separated object displays. These considerations moti-
vated Experimcnt 4, which used a habituation-oflooking-time
method to investigate 3-month-old infants'perception of object
boundaries.

Experiment 4 consisted of two conditions. The infants in the
separated-objects habituation condition were pres€nted first
with the separated objects from Experiment 3, undergoing the
same motions as in that experiment. The objects were presented
on a series of trials, alternatel.v undergoing common and relative
motion, until the infants mel a criterion of habituation. Then,
the infants were presented with the adjabent objects from Ex-
periment 2, undergoing common and relative motion on six al-
ternating tesl trials. The infanls in the adjacent-objects habitua-
tion condition of Experiment 4 were presented with these dis-
plays in revers€: They were habituated to the adjacent objects
undergoing common and relative motion and were tested with
the separated objecrs undergoing those motions. Looking time
*as recorded throughout the habituation and test sequence.

How can patterns of looking in this experiment shed light
on infants' perception ofobject boundaries? A large number of
studies provide evidence that habituation to a collection ofvi-
sual displays will tend to generalize to new but similar displays,
and thal infants will dishabituate (i.e., look longer) if they are
presented with displays that they perceive as markedly different
from the habituation displays (see Bornslein, I 985, and Spelke,
1985b, for reviews). The findings ofthe reaching experiments,
therefore, lead to the prediction that differenl patlerns ofdis-
habituation will be observed in the two conditions of Experi-
ment 4.

Specifically, the infants who are habituated to the separated
objects should tend to generalize habituation to the display of
adjacent objects undergoing relative motion (because, by hy-
pothesis, the objects in this display are perceived as the same
two objects as those in both the separated-objects displays) and

Separated objects/
common motion

Separated objects/
relative motion

Subject TS Bottom Both Botlom Both

c.H.
M.K.
J.S.
R.M.
M.L.
S.G.
P.H.
J.P.
L.E.
R.R.
J.G.
B.R.
M,K.
E.Y.
M.R.
L.H,

findings of prior studies of reaching for moving objects that
were separated in depth (Hofsten & Spelke, 1985). Patterns of
motion influence infants' perception of separated objects that

are arranged in depth so that the gap between them cannot be

seen directly. In conlrast, these motion patterns do not influ-
ence infants' perception of objects whose spatial separation is

directly visible.
Given that the objects in Experiment 3 were spatially sepa-

rated, one might have expected infants to show a higher abso-
lute frequency ofreaching for the closer object, under both mo-
tion conditions, than infants showed in Experiment 2. In hct,

total reaches to the closer object were no higher in this experi-
ment (231 reaches) than in Experiment 2 (261 reaches). Re-
search by Hofsten & Spelke (1985) suggested, however, thal
comparisons of reaching frequencies across experiments are
not reliable indicators ofperception ofobject boundaries, be'
cause of high intersubject variability in reaching frequencies
and reaching preferences. Although the relative frequencies
with which a single infant reaches for an object in two different
configurations have been affected consistentlS'by spatial and ki-
netic factors, the absolute frequencies of reaching for any given

object have varied widely across subjects (Hofsten & Spelke)'
Table 3 indicates that intenubject variability was also high in
Experiment 3: The absolute frequency ofreaching for the closer
object ranged over subjects from the highest score in any re-
sponse category of the experiment (2 I ) to the lowest score (0).

Our attempts to maximize each infant's comfort, at the expens€
ofstrict controt over posture, may have contributed to the high
intersubject variability in reaching patterns by increasing the
variability in infants' positions relative to the display. Thus, Ex-
periment 3 may have included, by chance, a high proportion of
subjects whose posture induced them to reach more for the
lower parl ofthe display, and this lendency may have been neu-

Top
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2123
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they should dishabituate to the adjacent-objects common-mo-
tion display (because, by hypothesis, that display is perceived as
a single, new object ofa new shape). In contrast, the infants who
are habituated to the adjacent objects should show no differen-
tial dishabituation to the two separated-objects test displays, be-
cause both of those displays presenl the same array of two ob'
jects (by hypolhesis, the same two objects that infants had per-
ceived on halfofthe habituation trials).

A second prediction follows from the findings ofthe reaching
studies. In a number of experiments, it has been reported that
rate ofhabituation is affected by the homogeneity or heteroge-
neity ofthe displays presented on different habituation trials:
Infants habituate more rapidly if they are presented with sim-
ilar displays over succesive trials than if they are presented with
dissimilar displays (Bornstein, 1985). Accordingly, infants who
are habitualed to the two separated-objects displays should ha-
bituate more rapidly than those who are habituated to the two
adjacent-objects displays (because, by hypotbesis, the former
infants perceive the same two objects throughout the habitua-
tion sequence, whereas the latter infants perceive two arrays of
different objects over the habituation sequence).

Experiment 4

Method

Subjects. Participants were 32 full-term inhnts, 12 to 18 weeks of
age, who resided in or near lthaca, Nerv York. There were I 9 boys and
I 3 girls. An additional 9 infants were eliminated from the study because
oflussiness (6) or equipment failure (3).

Displays and apparatus. The exprimental apparatus and object dis
plays were the same as in Experiments 2 and 3. The displays were illumi-
nated by two vertical fluorescent bulbs to the left and right ofrhe infant.
The displays and the infant were surrounded by off-white curtains that
blocked the infant's view of the rest of the room. A white. 38 X 33 cm
screen was raised and lowered in lront ofthe objects in a display to begin
and end each trial. The infanl sat in a s€mireclining seat that \r,as at eye
level with the center ofthe display and a1 a distance of66 cm from rhe
closer object. At the infant's point ofobserration, the adjaccnt-objects
display subtended I 5.3' by I 0.3' and the separated-objecrs display sub
tended I 5.3' by | 2.0'.

The objects underwent motions ofthe same kind and the same extent
as in Experiments 2 and 3. Unlike those experiments, the motions were
regular and were not varied to enhance the infanl's attenlion. The ob-
jects moved at the rale of 8 cm (6.9') per second. They were moved by
an experimenter who stood behind the display, oul ofview ofthe infant.
'[wo observers, to the lelt and right ofrhe display, \Lalched the infant
through peepholes in the curtain. They recorded looking time at the
display conlinuously by pressing buttons connected to a microcom-
puter, *'hich gave a faint auditorl'signal al the end ofeach habituation
trial and at the end ofthe habituation sequence.

Deslgn. Sixteen infants participated in each condition. All the infants
were habituated to the rlbjects in one ofthe two spatial arrangemenb
and tested with the objects in the olher spatial arrangement. During the
habituation sequence, the objects under*rnt common venus relative
motion on alternating pairs of trials; the order of these motions was
counterbalanced across infants. During the test sequence, the objects
underwent common versus relalive motion on six singly alternating lr!
als, in an orthogonally counterbalanced order.

Procedure. The infant was placed in the seat by the exp€rimenter, the
parent(s) were taken behind the infanl and asked not to interfere with
the experiment, and lhe experiment began. On each trial, the screen
was raised to reveal an object display that began to move immediately

and that movcd steadily throughout the trial. The trial lasted as long as
one previously designated obrrver (the "primary" observer) judged
that the infant was looking at the display; it ended when thc infanr
looked away for 2 s continuously after looking at the display for at least
.5 s. A trial also ended ifrhe infant looked for 120 s. Ar rhe end ofthe
trial the rreen was lou,rred, the apparatus was changed to produce the
other motion, ifnecessary, and then the screen was raised to begin the
next trial. The intertrial interral was approximately 2 s between trials
presenting lhe same motion (i.e., afler Trials l, 3, 5, erc.) and 5 s between
trials presenting ditrerent motions (i.e., after Trials 2, 4, 6, etc.), Trials
continued until a habiluation criterion v/as met or unlil l4 trials had
becn presenled, whichever came fint. The criterion u,as a 50% decline
in looking time on lhree consecutira trials, relative to looking time on
the first three consecutive trials on which looking lime equated or ex-
ceeded 12 s. Thus, each infant received bcrween 6 and 14 habituarion
trials.

After the habituation sequence, the screen was lowered, the experi-
menter appeared in front ofthe display, and he or she talked to the baby
gently while changing the spatial arrangement ofthe objects behirid the
screen (and out ofthe baby's viav). This change took about I 5 s. Then
the experimenter disappeared behind the display, the screen was raised,
and the first test trial trgan. The six test trials followed the same proce-
dure as the habituation trials. Because the motion *as changed after
every trial, the intenrial interval uas always 5 s.

The two observers coded looking time throughout the habituation
and test trials in ignorance ofthe particular displays shown to infants
on any given trial. Inlerobrrver agreement (seconds of agreement +
seconds of agreement * disagreement) averaged .87. All data analyses
*rre bard on the recordings ofthe primary observer.

lfthe infant became fusy during the habituation sequence, the exper-
iment was halted, the parent tried to soothe him or her, and the experi-
ment was resunred if and when the infant became quiet. If the infant
became fusy during the test, the experiment was terminated and the
infant *as replaced. Decisions to terminate the experiment were made
by the primary observer, in ignorance of the infant's looking times at
the different tesr displays.

Dependent tneasures, data analy5is, and predictions. Total looking
lime per trial uas recorded for each habituation trial and each test trial,
and these looking times served as the basis for all the analyses. The prin-
cipal analyses concerned looking time at the two lest displays by infants
in each ofthe experimental condilions. Test trial data lor the two condi-
tions were anallzcd separately, because the displays presented in the two
conditions were differenr. The test displays for each condition were the
same as the habituation displays for the other condition, however. Con-
sequently, looking preferences betueen the two habituation displays of
each condition served as a measure ofbaseline prelerences between the
two tesl displays ofthe other condition. Because all subjects receired at
least lwo habiruation trials *'irh each motion display in counterbal-
anced order, and because nor all subjects received a third trial with both
displays, looking times during the first four habituation trials were used
to assess baseline preferences between the displays. For each habituation
condition, these times *cre compared with the test-trial looking times
ofthe inhnts in the opposite condition.

We predicted that the infants who were habituated to thc separated
objects would shon, longer test trial looking at the adjacent objects un-
deryoing common motion than ar the adjacent objccts undergoing reta-
tive motion and that this preference would exceed any baseline prefer-
ence for the fiormer display shown by the infants who were habituated
to the adjacent-object displays. [n conlrast, we predicted that the infanS
*'ho were habituated to the adjacent-objects displays would exhibit no
test preference bel*een the two separated-objects displays, beyond
whatever baseline preferences uere found for the infants who viewed
the separated-object displays during the habituation sequence.

Further analyses attempted 10 assess the relatire rates of habituation
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Table 4
Median Looking Times to Adiacent'Obiects Displey

Adjacent-objects habituation condition. Median looking
times during the test trials are given in the upper portion of
Table 5. After habituating to the adjacent objects undergoing
common and relative motion, infans looked no longer at the

separated-objects common-motion display than at the separ-
ated-objects relative-motion disptay, Wilcoxon T = 43, p > .lO.

Nine subjects looked longer at the test display with common
motion, and 7 subjects looked longer at the test display with

relative motion.
Median looking times at the two motion displays during the

first four habituation trials ofthe separated-objects habituation
condition are given in the lower portion of Table 5' Subjects
appeared to look longer at the separated objects when they
moved independently, but this difference was not significant,
Wilcoxon T = 45, p > .10. Nine infants looked longer at the
relative-motion display, and 7 infants looked longer at the com'
mon-motion disptay. The looking preference between the two
separated-objecs displays was no different for the infants who
viewed those displays afler habituation to the adjacent objects
than for the infants who viewed lhe separated-objects displays
initially, Mann-Whitney U = 142, p> .lO.

Rate of habituation. Table6 presents the principal character'
istics of habituation for the infants in the two experimental con'
ditions. The number of trials to the criterion of habituation did
not differ across the two groups, Mann-Whitney U = I 16' p >
.10. Habituation occurred in the minimum number of trials
(six) for 5 infants habituated to the adjacent objects and 6 in-

fants habitualed to the separated objects. Three infants pre-

senled with the adjacent objects and I infant presented with the
separated objects never met the crilerion of habituation. The
amount of dectine in looking time from the beginniog to the
end ofthe habituation sequence also did not differ across the
two habituation conditions, Mann-Whitney U = l5l,p > .10'

In contrast, total looking time was markedly higher for the
infants habituated to the separated objects than for those habit-
uated to the adacent objects, Mann-Whitney U = 68, p < .05
(rwo-tailed). This difference app€ars lo suggest that the infants
in the separated-objects habituation condition habituated more
slowly than those in the adjacent-objects habituation condition,
but a comparison of looking times on the first three habituation
trials (i.e., the trials used to establish the criterion ofhabitua-
tion) casts doubt on that interpretation. Looking times at the

Table 5
Median Looking Times to Separated-Objects Displays

Trial Common motion Relative motion

After habituation lo adjacenl objects

15.6

Trial Common motion Relative motion

After habiluation to separated objects

6.2
4.6
6.0

r6.5

I
2
3

t2.4
7.3

25.6

13.0
8.2
5.4

26.5Total

Total

Baseline

I  1.4
9.4

22.E

in the 1*'o experimenlal conditions. Three measures of rate of habitua-

tion were taken: the number oftrials to the habituation crilerion, the

percentage ofdecline in looking time from the firsl three trials to lhe

iast three triats ofthe habituation sequence' and the total looking time

throughout the habituation sequence (see Bornstein, t985; P6cheux,

l98l ; Streri & PScheux, 1986). We predicred that the infants who uere

habituated to the displays ofadjacent objects $/ould take longer to habit-

uate, by tbese measures, than the infants who lere habituated to the

displays of separated objects.
Looking times *ere found to be highly skewed throughout the experi-

ment: The slowly, regularly moving objects appeared to have a hypnotic

effecl on some infants, who looked at the displays fior the maximum

duration of 120 s on a number of trials. Accordingly, looking times dur-

ing the habituation and test trials were analyzed using nonparametric

tests.

Results

Separated-obiects habituation condition Median looking

times during the six test trials are given in the upper portion of

Table 4. Afier habituating to the separated objects undergoing

common and relative motion, infants looked longer at the adja-

cent objects moving together than al the adjacent objects mov-

ing independently. The preference for the common-motion dis-
play is significant by an analysis ofdifferences in total looking

times at the two displays over the six test trials, Wilcoxon I =

32, p <.05. Thirteen infants looked longer at the adjacent-ob'
jects lest display with common motion, and 3 infants looked

longer at the adjacent-objects display with relative motion (p <

.02, binomial test).
lv{edian looking times at these two displays during the first

four habituation trials ofthe adjacent-objects habituation con-

dition are given in the lower portion of Table 4. Infants showed
no preference for either motion display during the habituation

sequence, Wilcoxon T = 34, p > ' 10. Eight infants looked longer

at the common-motion display, and 8 infants looked longer at

the relative-motion display during the fint four habituation tri-

als, The looking preference ficr the adjacent-objects common-
motion display *as significantly greater for the infants rvho

viewed the adjacent-objects displays after habituation to the

separated objects than for the infants who viewed the adjacent-

objects disptays at the start of the habituation sequence, Mann-
WhitneyU:71,p<.05.

6.6
3.7
5.3

I
2
3

7.4
4.6
2.1

l4. lTotal

Baseline

30.6
r0.2
34.2

31.6
3t.4
69.9Total
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Thble 6
Principal Characteristics of Habituation to.4diacent
and Separated Objects

Measure Separatedobjects Adjacentobjecrs

Itldn no. ofhabituation trials
Mdn % decline in looking time
,&y'dz looking time on 6nt 3

habituation trials
Mdn looking time on last 3

habituation trials
Mdn lor^l looking time

.60

r0r.?

42.2
t89.2

E
.64

,2.9

separated objects $€re already higher than looking times at the
adjacent objects on the first three trials, before looking time
began to decline, Mann-Whitney U = 76, p < . l0 (two-tailed).

Discussion

After habituating to displays of two spatially separated ob-
jects ahernately undergoing common and relative motion, in-
fants dishabituated to a display oftwo adjacent objects under-
going common motion compared with a display of two adjacenl
objects undergoing relative molion. After habituating to dis-
plays of two adjacent objects alternately undergoing common
and relalive motion. infants showed no differential dishabitua-
tion to displays of t\eo separated objects undergoing common
and relative motion.

A number ofpotenlial explanations for the test preference in
the separaled-objects habituation condition may be ruled out,
owing to the design of the experiment and the nature of the
findings obtained. First, the test preference for the adjacent-ob'
jecl common-motion display cannot be explained as dishabitu-
ation 1o the comnron motion itself, because both the common
and the relative motions had been presented equally often dur-
ing the habituation sequence and the infants did not look at
them differentialll'at that time. Second, the test preference can-
not be explained as dishabituation to the objects'new spatial
arrangement, because both the common- and the relative-mo-
tion test displays presented the same spatial arrangement of ad-
jacent objects. Third, the test preference is not an artifact of
a baseline preference for the adjacent-objects common-motion
test display: Infants in the other experimental condition, who
viewed the same two adjacenl-objects displays with no prior ha-
bituation sequence, showed no looking preference between
them. Finally, the test preference does not rellect the slow emer-
gence of a general preference for common motion after pro-
longed viewing of common-motion and relative-motion dis-
plays, because this preference was observed only in the group
of subjects that was habituated to the separated objects and
tested with the adjacent objects, not in the group of subjects
that was habituared 1o the adjacent objects and tested with the
separated objects.

It appears, therefore, that infants looked longer at the com-
monly moving adjacent objects because they organized that dis-
play into different units from the displays presented during
habituation. Infants perceired the objecls in the two separated-
objects displays and in the adjacent-objects relative-motion dis-

play as the same two distinct units, whereas they perceived the
objects in the adjacent-objects common-motion display as a
single unit ofa different size and shape.

Thus, Experiment 4 joins Experiments 2 and 3 in providing
evidence that infants perceive object boundaries by grouping
surfaces into units that are spatially connected and that move
as wholes. Experiment 4 bolsters the present interpretation of
the studies ofobjectdirected reaching, because it arrires at the
same conclusions as those studies through the use ofa different
and independent experimental melhod. It also goes beyond the
findings ofthe reaching experiments, because it provides evi-
dence that capacities for object perception ar€ presenl before
infants begin to reach for objects effectively-at 372 months
ofage.

The findings ofExperiment 4 did not confirm one ofour pre-
dictions: Rate of habituation was no faster for the infants who
were habituated to the separated objects than for the infants
who were habituated to the adjacent objects. In retrospecl, how-
ever, two aspects ofthe data from this experiment cast doubt on
our attempts to measure habituation rate. Fint, looking times
throughout the experiment, and especiatly during the habitua-
tion trials, were highly skewed. Six infans (5 in the separated-
objects habituation condition) looked at a display for the maxi-
mum 120-s trial duration on at least one habituation lrial-a
rare occurrence in most habituation studies. According to the
intuitive impressions of the observers, these long looks did not
app€ar to reflect active attention to the displays. Instead, some
infants appeared 10 be mesmerized by the objects' motions:
They stared at a display without actively scanning il or tracking
the motion, in an apparently drowsy slate. Therefore, total
looking at the presenl habituation displays may be a poor index
ofactive processing time and, thus, a poor index ofhabituation
rate (Lfouyer, 1988; Pdcheux, l98l). Second, looking times
were higher at the beginning ofthe habituation sequence for the
infants who viewed the separaled objects than for those who
viewed the adjacent objects. When infants'initial looking times
to two sets ofdisplays are different, comparisons oftotal looking
time or ofother habituation parameters may not be meaningful
indexes ofrelative rates ofhabituation to those displays.

General Discussion

The present experiments, in conjunction wilh those of Hof-
sten and S6lke ( 1985), shed light on the nature of the interac-
tion between spatial and kinetic infiormation as specifiers of ob.
ject boundaries. When surfaces are arranged in depth, kinetic
information overpo*€rs spatial information for object bound-
aries: Two adjacent objects are pcrceived as distinct ifthey move
separately, and two separated objects are perceived as one unit
if they move logether. When objects are arranged so that their
adjacency or separation is fully visible, however, kinetic and
spatial information interact in a more complex way. Adjacent
objects are perceived as distinct units if they move indepen-
dently, but visibly scparated objects continue to be perceired as
distinct units even if they move together.

The present findings could be explained in at least two ways.
One explanation appeals to purely visual mechanisms: Object
perception could depend on an analysis ofcontinuous regions
ofretinal flow. In this view, surfaces would be grouped together

r 3.5
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if (a) $ey were arranged so that they projected images to adja-

.'rrn t.gio"t of the reiina and (b) they moved so that those re'

!ion, unA.r*.nt a common retinal displacement' This mecha'

iism *oula seem to account for the present findings' because

,'aju..n, retinal images are projected by vertically adjacent ob

il;;;6;"v objelts ttt'itti arranged in depth' but not bv

verticallY seParated objects'

Iil;pil;tion of it'it tvp" faces certain difficulties' First'

"nv 
unuiytit of retinal motitns must take into account the facl

;; ;;ti;;t project images with different retinal velocities

"["t 
itt v mou. together at different distances from the ob-

server. Because common motion has been found to unite sur'

i"r.t-,ft", are arranged in depth (Hofsten & Spelke' 1985)' the

n.:*J"i..ti"g mecianism must take account of surface dis'

tanceanditseffectonretinalvelocily.Second,researchonin-
ii"rt-' p"*.ption of surfaces that move together behind a com-

Inon o".lrai, indicates thar commonly moving surfaces need

noipto:..r adjacent images 1o the retina to be perceived as one

uniitnir*utt& Spelke, ilsll' ntgions of motion mav be sepa-

i"i.O'", the eye, ilthe surfaces that produce them stand partly

hidden behind a common occluder' Third' studies of perception

"ip".ifv 
*.f 

"ded 
objects trave shown that the necessary condi'

ii* ntip.t..ived object unity from motion is not a common

subject-relative displacement,but rather a common object-rela'

iiu. airpr".r*ent iKellman et al., 1987). objectively moving

;;tf"d are perceived by infants to lie on a single objecl' even

iiit.it displacement in the visual field is completely canceled

by observer movement. Therefore, the perceived unity of mov-

irig-tutiu..t cannol be based on detection of a simple relinal

.o".Jfutv to surface motion' Any unity-forming rule lhat is

stated in retinal terms would have to be quite complicated (see

also Marr, 1982).
Studies of haptic exploration and haplic perception cast

doubt on the view that object perception depends on a purely

visual analysis, because motion patlems in0uence object per'

ception in the same way in the haptic as in the visual modality'

lnoneseriesofexperiments(Streri&Spelke,l988a),4.month.
oldinhntswereallowedtoexploretworings,oneineachhand,
that coutd either move tog€ther rigidly or move independently.

SuUr.qr.n, patterns ofdiihabituation to visual displays ofcon-

n."r.a o, separated rings provided evidence that the indepen'

J"ntty tot'uUle rings were perceived as separate objects'

wherias the rigidly movable rings were perceived as one con-

nected objecl. es in ttt. case of vision' moreover' perception of

oulect Uounaaries *as not affected by slatic gestalt properties

ofifre haptic displays (Streri & Spelke, 1988b)' These findings

suggest that object perception depends o-n a process that occurs

af[r *,e visual or haptic perceplion of surface arrangements

and motions-a process tttat can operat€ on information from

different PercePtual systems'
What kind of process could this be? One possibility is that

object perception depends on central mechanisms that function

to pto";a.,uoung infants *'ith an initial conception of the physi-

caf world' Specifically, infants may conceive of the world as

composed oi entities that are bttunded and cohesive: dislinct'

connectedunitsthatmoveaswholes,independelrtlyofonean.
other (Spelke, 1988). This notion could lead infants to group

surfaces inlo units by analyzing their arrangements and mo-

tions. When infants see two surfaces moving independently'

they mighf infer that the surfaces lie on distinct objecs even if

theiurdces rouch visibly or in depth, for the pallern ofindepen'

dentmotioncouldnorhavebeenproducedbyasinglecohesive
unit. When infants see two surfaces moving together' they might

be predisposed 1o consider the surfaces as parts ofa single unit'

because distinct and separated objects tend not to act on one

another at a distance. Thus, infants would perceive two surfaces

as connected, somewhere out of viar, if the surfaces moved to-

gether behind a common occluder or moved together while re-
-tuining 

t p"tated in depth. When infants can see that huo sur-

faces are spatially separated, howeveq that separation would in-

dicate by itsetftir"t the surfaces do not form a single cohesive

Uoay. f.t t-s of motion, therefore, would not in{luence in-

fants' perception of visibly separated objeas'

If this account is correct, it has seraral implications' First'

objects as entities do not emerge exclusively through perceptual

pr*.rr", but, rathet are abstracted through rules of knowl'

eOge. tnfants apprehend the unity and boundaries ofobjects by

"iiu" 
of .ogniiin. mechanisms that analyze the hidden rela-

tionships among parts ofthe perceived surface layout (Spelke'

1988). The view that objects are not detected b1 earlf percef

tuat mechanisms might help to explain rvhy infants fail to ap

prehend object boundaries by detecting gestalt relationshigs

[f.tt-- & Sp.tt", I 98 3; Schmidt et al', I 986; Streri & Spelke'

iSSsu) or simple retinal invariants (Kellman et al', 1986; Kell-

man et al., 1987). It would orient the student ofobject percef

tion a*ay from phenomena of sensory organization and toward

phenomina atlendant on intuitive theories ofthe physical world

(see, e.g., Gentner & Stevens, I 983)'
' 

A second implication of this account is that cognitive mecha'

nisms are present and functional at an early age' Contrary to the

thinking of e;"g"t ( I 952) and generations of empiricists (e'g''

Berkeley, 1709/1910), young infants have conceptions about

rhe physlcd world, and these conceptions funclion to bring or-

J.i io .*p"t.nce before infants are able to act on the world in

a coordinated manner. Althouglr this ctaim is at odds with a

wealth ofresearch that uses objectdirecled tracking and search

as indexes ofthe object concept (see Harris, 1983)' it is consis'

tent with som€ recent studies that use methods involving no

search to assess infants' undentanding of spatio-temporal prq

erties of the physical wortd (e.g., Baillargeon, 1986' 1987; Bail-

targeon, Speit e, & Wasserman, t985; Lestie, 1982; Macombet

Sitrc, ak"il, 1988; Spelke & Kestenbaum, 1986)' The begin-

nlngs ofphysical understanding may precede and guide the de'

vetoping coordination ofaction rather than the reverse'

Iiyoung infants have an object concept, there would seem to

b" a stron! continuity, through human develcpment' in concep

tions of tle physical world' Adults, like infants, organize the

world into .ntiiies with enduring internal unity and exlernal

boundaries (Hirsch, 1982; Spelke, 1985a)' Although knowledge

ofthe physical world clearly grows with develcpment (e'g'' Kai-

.er, prtdtt, & McCloskey, 1985; Piaget, 1974)' and although

this growth may be accompanied by some reorganization (e'g''

farmittoff-Smith & Inheldet, 1914, Smith, Carey' & Wise4

1985), development may cenler on a core conception that does

not change' This conception may reveal itself in part' through

the infant's capacity to organize surfaces into units that can be

grasped and explored by active reaching'
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